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Phone Trader on Receiving End of the Law   

 

On Tuesday 17 January 2012, a local trader specialising in mobile phones and their 

accessories, pleaded guilty to three offences brought by Brent & Harrow Trading 

Standards for selling unsafe and counterfeit phone accessories. 

 

Following a seizure by Trading Standards in June 2011 from the shop named 

‘Phone Centre’, located at 128 High Road Willesden, the operating company, 

Phoneus.com Limited, as well as its Director, Zishaan Ali Qureshi, both pleaded 

guilty to offences under the Trade Marks Act 1994, the Consumer Protections Act 

1987 and the Companies Act 2006.  Sentenced at Willesden Magistrates Court, Mr 

Qureshi received a fine of £350 and was instructed to pay costs of £1,058. The 

company did not receive a separate penalty. 

 

The court heard Trading Standards officers had initially visited Phone Centre in 

November 2010, during which time Mr Qureshi received business advice which 

included a warning about being alert to the fact that counterfeits phone accessories 

were available in the market place. 

 

During a further visit in June 2011 a quantity of counterfeit phone accessories 

including phone covers and ear pieces were found to be on offer for sale featuring 

brand names such as Apple, Louis Vuitton, Ed Hardy and Sony Ericsson. A sample 
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of phone charges were also seized which were later submitted for examination by 

an electrical safety expert who found them to be unsafe.  Whilst in the shop, officers 

also noticed that there was no notice on display providing customers with the 

business ownership details as required by the Companies Act 2006.  Again, Mr 

Qureshi had been told to display this notice in November 2010 at the time of Trading 

Standards’ advisory visit. 

 

Mr Zishaan’s legal representative told the court his client “appreciated the efforts 

made by the London Borough of Brent [Trading Standards] in alerting him to the 

trade mark issues but he did not realise. He had not seen anything wrong with them 

but accepts he should have taken more careful attention.” He went on to 

acknowledge Mr Zishaan should have carried out some electrical safety testing to 

ensure the chargers were safe and explained that the business ownership details 

were displayed at the shop but the notice had fallen down and had not been 

replaced.  

 

Speaking after sentencing, Bill Bilon, Head of Brent & Harrow Trading Standards, 

said, “This is an example of a trader receiving comprehensive advice as regards 

complying with the law and not paying heed to it.  In addition to not displaying the 

business ownership details and selling fake goods, there were safety implications 

concerning the sale of unsafe chargers. Those who run businesses must take steps 

and document this, to ensure that stock they are selling safe and legitimate before 

placing good onto their shop shelves.”  

ENDS 
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Notes for Editors – 

 

1) Photos of the counterfeit phone accessories are available upon request. 

 

2) Under the Trade Marks Act 1994, it is an offence to possess for sale or sell any 

goods bearing marks which have not been authorised by the trade mark 

owner. The maximum penalty which can be imposed by the Magistrates Court 

is a fine of £5,000 per offence and / or up to 6 months imprisonment.  

 

3) Under the Consumer Protection Act 1987, it is an offence to supply or offer to 

supply unsafe goods. The maximum sentence under the Consumer Protection 

Act 1987 is a £5,000 fine.  

 

4) For further information please contact Brent Trading Standards Service 

Manager, Simon Legg, on 0208 937 5522 or by e-mail at 

simon.legg@brent.gov.uk 


